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INTRODUCTION 
Instructional Services provides quality teaching-and-learning supports. We cater to instructors and 

students engaged in online and technology-mediated courses. 

IS’s services range from designing online courses to connecting classrooms and troubleshooting 

technical issues. IS’s learning technology facilitators (LTFs) administer a variety of classroom and online 

classes to ensure they run smoothly. The LTFs also staff a help desk to troubleshoot for students and 

faculty. And they maintain and hook up classroom equipment. 

IS’s learning technologist manages UCNLearn, the college’s learning management system. She 

implements upgrades and troubleshoots for faculty and students. She and IS’s learning specialists 

provide faculty workshops throughout the year. 

The learning specialists also consult with faculty on course design. They promote pedagogically 

appropriate applications of technology. And they determine strategic directions for the acquisition and 

use of learning technologies at UCN. 

Instructional Services is a department within Reconciliation, Research & Academic Innovation. Reach us 

at online@ucn.ca. 
 

SUPPORT FOR ONLINE & TECHNOLOGY-MEDIATED INSTRUCTION 
Perhaps you're new to teaching blended, online or technology-mediated courses. Or perhaps you would 

like a refresher on UCN services, online platforms and equipment. If so, we’d love to meet with you to 

discuss your course needs. 

We can assist with a variety of services, such as: 

• a review your technology needs 

• assistance with UCNLearn course shell setup 

• importing and setting up course materials, and 

• assistance with online adaptations, assignment 

and assessment practices to support the teaching 

and learning process 

• using UCNLearn for tests/exams, gradebook and 

other classroom functions 

This guide provides an overview of the services and staff of Instructional Services: 

• The Learning Technology Specialist (LTS) 

• The Educational Technologist 

• The Learning Technology Supervisor 

• The Learning Technology Facilitators (LTFs) 

• The Instructional Specialist. 

The guide also explains how to access services so that you and your students can get timely, effective 

supports for your online, distance or technology-mediated courses. 

mailto:online@ucn.ca
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INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES STAFF 
IS’s staff consists of two professional-level specialists in pedagogy and learning technologies; a 

technician managing UCNLearn; an LTF supervisor; and several LTFs for troubleshooting faculty and 

student needs. For contacts, please see the Instructional Services website .  
 

Learning Technology Specialist 
UCN’s Learning Technology Specialist consults with UCN faculty and 

students to help develop online and technology-enhanced courses 

and instructional materials. This work includes converting classroom 

courses to online delivery. 

The Learning Technology Specialist: 

• provides course mapping and blueprinting consultations, 

development and design for online courses based on quality 

practices and learning theory 

• supports for online assessment - formative, summative and 

authentic activities in online settings 

• clarity of course structure for learners (e.g., course overview, 

navigation, sequencing) 

• oversees administration of UCN’s online learning management 

system, UCNLearn. 

• supports the creation, organization, function and maintenance 

of online course content for UCNLearn and Web conferencing. 

This includes training and supporting faculty as to best practices 

for designing and delivering online course content and Web 

conferencing. 

 

• manages the Instructional Services team to support online, distributed, distance and 
technology-mediated teaching and learning strategies at UCN. 

 

Please contact the Learning Technologies Specialist for help with online course planning or delivery. 

Learn more about effective online teaching and learning strategies, innovations in online teaching, and 

in UCNLearn and web conferencing. 

 

Instructional Specialist 
The instructional specialist applies learning theory, pedagogy and best practices to improve online 

learning. He consults with faculty on course design. This may include: 

• Course blueprinting 

• Aligning learning objectives, activities and assessments 

• Design & development of activities and assessments suitable for learners and objectives 

• Equitable distribution of varied & engaging learning activities across course modules 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A ‘course shell’ is the 

dedicated space 

UCNLearn provides for 

a specific course; it is an 

interactive space used 

by an instructor and 

their students for 

content, posting 

assignments, 

communication, course 

notices, etc. Each 

course at UCN has its 

own course shell. 

https://soar.ucn.ca/ICS/Programs/RRAI/Instructional_Services/Instructional_Services_-_Home.jnz
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• Scaffolds and formative assessments to help learners achieve objectives 

• Boosting instructor presence and providing opportunities for students to 
communicate 

• Assisting with the development, placement & arrangement of course components 

• Troubleshooting on the functionality of course components 

The role also includes: 

• producing video and print guides for faculty on the use of UCNLearn & related technologies 

• delivering training sessions in design and technologies 

• one-on-one training via Zoom, per faculty needs and requests 

• interactive learning object design & development. 

 
Educational Technologist 
The Educational Technologist provides technical help to faculty, students and staff 

with a focus on UCN's learning management system, UCNLearn. The EdTech also 

provides assistance with other learning technologies such as Kaltura and web 

conferencing. 

Roles include implementing specialized tools, integrating external applications 

such as textbook sites, and addressing platform performance issues. 
 

Learning Technology Supervisor 
The Learning Technology Supervisor manages the daily activities of UCN’s 

Learning Technology Facilitators (LTFs). The LT Supervisor coordinates course schedules and 

all related course-support activities, ensures daily staffing of LTF positions, and coordinates supports for 

online, blended and technology-mediated courses. In consultation with the Learning Technology 

Specialist, the LT Supervisor helps develop and deliver support services for faculty and students. 
 

Learning Technology Facilitators (LTFs) 
Learning Technology Facilitators assist faculty, instructors and students participating in online, blended 

and technology-mediated courses. They also help staff who need support with classroom and learning 

technologies. These supports include: 

• basic setup 

• monitoring and troubleshooting hardware, software and media issues 

• in-class help with class facilitation 

• Faculty and student orientation to course-related technologies 

• out-of-class help with student supports, materials distribution and related tasks, and 

• test/exam invigilation as required 

LTFs can also help prepare resource materials and provide training in learning technologies. 

Note: Many LTF services require lead time – at least 48 hours' notice. Please contact the LTF team at 

LTF@ucn.ca for more information. Please see the IS website for a list of LTF names and locations. 

mailto:LTF@ucn.ca
https://soar.ucn.ca/ICS/Programs/RRAI/Instructional_Services/Learning_Technology_Facilitation.jnz
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2022-2023 Instructional Services Staff 

 
Specialist Staff 

 
Learning Technologies Specialist Instructional Specialist Educational Technologist 
Terralyn McKee 
204-620-5054 
tmckee@ucn.ca 
 

Sasha White 
431-275-0001 
swhite@ucn.ca 
 

TBA 
 

CONTACT EMAIL:    online@ucn.ca 
 

Learning Technology Facilitators 
 

The Pas Thompson Norway House 
Sarah Warner   
LTF Supervisor 
204-620-9619 
swarner@ucn.ca 
 
Boe Wright – LTF  
204-620-5247 
 
TBA  - LTF 
204-620-2628 
 
Part time (evenings) 
TBA 

Sarah Warner   
LTF Supervisor 
204-620-9619 
swarner@ucn.ca 
 
Tara Lagace 
204-679-5848 
 
Garrett Wiwcharuk 
204-679-5004 
 
Part time (evenings) 
TBA 

Eric Bodfish 
204-301-0337 
ebodfish@ucn.ca 
 

CONTACT EMAIL:  ltf@ucn.ca 

 
 

 
 

Please use the department emails when contacting Instructional Services staff for supports with your class or for 
technologies support.  Personal accounts are not monitored for support requests. 
 
Design and Pedagogical Support; Platform (UCNLearn Support)           online@ucn.ca 
Classroom technology and connection support          ltf@ucn.ca 

  

mailto:tmckee@ucn.ca
mailto:swhite@ucn.ca
mailto:online@ucn.ca
mailto:swarner@ucn.ca
mailto:swarner@ucn.ca
mailto:ebodfish@ucn.ca
mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
mailto:online@ucn.ca
mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY LEARNING TECHNOLOGY FACILITATORS 
The Learning Technology Facilitators (LTFs) are designated as Educational Assistants. They can help with 

a variety of educational needs, including: 

• In-Classroom station – setup, connections, monitoring and disconnections 

• Online classes support for students, faculty and staff (e.g., Zoom). 

• Taking attendance 

• Distribution of materials 

• General classroom management – e.g., preventing disruptions, monitoring student behaviours 

• Course exercises – e.g., setting up groups for group work 

• Using UCNLearn tools – e.g., submitting assignments to dropbox, taking quizzes 

• Support for invigilating tests or exams* 

• Student Course Evaluations 

Consider adding LTFs to your UCNLearn course shell and Zoom classes. They can provide ongoing course 

and technical support to you and your students. 

*Note: invigilation support is available only when faculty coverage is not possible at the home 

(instructor) location of the course. 

LTFs are available for remote location support. However, an instructor should be in continual 

communication with the LTF during the exam, whether by phone or Zoom. 

 

 

Shared Printers – The Pas and Thompson 
Instructional Services supports shared printers. LTFs will check 

the printers regularly for paper and toner supply. 

If supplies are short or issues arise, faculty, staff and students 

should contact our LTF offices for support. 

Important note: Contact UCN's Information Technology (IT) 

staff for technical issues such as paper jams or malfunctions. 

Shared Printers in The Pas – 

Rooms - B57 / B35 / 235 / 239 / 251 / 255A 

Shared Printers in Thompson – 

Enrollment Services / Library / Academic Offices 3rd Floor / 

Academic and Administrative Offices 4th Floor / 223A / 225 / 

324 /325 / 134A / 152A 
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ONLINE & TECHNOLOGY-MEDIATED DELIVERY PLATFORMS 
UCN uses Zoom web-conferencing platform to facilitate online and distributed education courses. 

UCNLearn is UCN’s learning management system. Can-8 is for online language learning. Instructional 

Services assists faculty and students in online, distributed, and technology-mediated classes. 

 
 

 
UCNLearn: UCN’s Brightspace Learning Management 

System 

UCNLearn, hosted by Brightspace, is the learning 

management system used at UCN. It accommodates 

course news, course content, student assignments, 

communications with instructor, gradebook, class lists, 

etc. 

Each UCN course has its own course ‘shell’ within 

UCNLearn. The course creation and enrolments occur 

based on the information entered into Jenzabar 

(Student Information System) and Celcat (Scheduling 

system); faculty and students have access to it. 

Faculty can use these shells to support asynchronous or 

synchronous teaching and learning. Instructional 

Services can help you develop strategies and tools to 

support engagement, interaction and learning. We can 

support your specific course needs and teaching style. 

We encourage faculty to use UCNLearn to support best 

practices in teaching and learning. Students express 

strong support for UCNLearn — for accessing course 

information and organizing their learning. 

A reminder – UCNLearn course content is intellectual property. Aside from addressing technical issues or 

shell maintenance, we will not access or share it without instructor permission. 

Our team offers ongoing training and support to faculty and students for effective use of UCNLearn. We 

support creating digital content and assets and converting paper tests and exams into UCNLearn online 

tests. 

Call and ask what we can do for your online UCNLearn course! 
 

 
Web-Conferencing 
UCN uses the Zoom platform for web conferencing. To set up your Zoom account and locate Zoom Help 

use the UCN Zoom site log in https://ucn-ca.zoom.us/ 

 
 
 
 

 
Asynchronous System available 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week 

 

Linked to Jenzabar course and section 

creations for automatic course updates 

 

Automatic shell creation for every UCN 

course — create once and reuse each 

term/year 

 

Supports best practices in teaching and 

learning. Student feedback: “We love 

it!” 

 

Now hosted off-site by Desire2Learn, 

resulting in a more stable platform 

with dedicated supports 



 

TEACHING AND LEARNING at UCN - COURSE DELIVERY MODES & PLATFORMS 
 

UCN is a unique institution with a unique mandate. With a catchment area of over 175,000 sq 

miles, a robust technology infrastructure supports online learning to two main campuses, 12 
regional centres and a growing list of community-sites for educational programming and 

delivery. 

 
Online Learning definitions can be confusing and continue to evolve with new advancements in 

the field. For our purposes at UCN, the following definitions will be helpful in understanding 
your course delivery modes. 

 
Face-to-face courses. 

Courses that take place in a classroom/shop/lab setting with students and instructor at the same 
location at the same time (synchronous). F2F courses can also use blended course strategies to work 
with smaller groups of students from the same course offering to provide more personalized 
content work. 

 

Online / Distributed / Virtual courses. 
A form of distance education where the primary delivery mechanism is via the internet. These could 
be delivered synchronously or asynchronously. All instruction is conducted at a distance. 

 

Synchronous online courses.  

Courses where students need to 
participate at the same time as an 
instructor, but at a separate location 
other than an institutional campus. 
These courses may be delivered by 
video conferencing, web conferencing, 
audio conferencing, etc. 

 
Blended / Hybrid courses. 

Asynchronous courses. 

Courses where students are not 
required to participate in any sessions 
at the same time as the instructor. 
These may be print-based courses, or 
online courses using a learning 
management system, for instance. 

These are courses are designed to combine both online and face-to-face teaching in any 
combination. 
Blended courses can take many options to accommodate class sizes and course activity. For 
information on blended options, see the Instructional Services Specialists. 
Hybrid courses are a flexible option for students to join a course (F2F or online) from any 
location. Course materials, assignments, and assessments are fully available in UCNLearn. 
Currently there are few hybrid options. Check with Instructional Services for supports in 
developing and implementing hybrid options of your course. 

 
 

Distance education courses. 
Distance education courses are those where no classes are held on campus; all instruction is conducted at a 
distance (asynchronously). Distance education courses may use a variety of delivery methods, such as print-based, 
video/audio-conferencing, as well as Internet-based. 
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Web Conferencing in UCN Classrooms 

 
UCN has adopted web conferencing as the main tool for online and distributed course delivery. It 

bridges the distances between sites and allows access to courses previously unavailable or available 

only at one location. 

Learning technology facilitators (LTFs) devote much of their time to supporting courses offered via Web 

conferencing. Teaching by video involves particular needs and methodologies. LTFs can orient faculty to 

equipment. The Learning Technology Specialist can suggest teaching methodologies and best practices 

in online, distributed, and distance teaching and learning. 

Web-conferenced courses work best when paired with active use of the UCNLearn system. 

To learn more, email online@ucn.ca. 

 

 

 

 
 

Synchronous video conferencing system 
Dedicated classrooms at UCN sites 
Faculty and students 
Supports effective teaching 

same time but different locations 
assigned through Academic Coordinator 
supported by LTFs 
via integrated use with UCNLearn and Zoom 

 
 

mailto:online@ucn.ca
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Web Conferencing Basics for the Classroom 

 
Equipment and connections need to be 

coordinated with other onsite equip- 

ment. For this reason, we ask you NOT 

to perform your own connections or 

disconnections or troubleshoot 

issues. 

Connections and settings can 

be affected if the appropriate 

procedures are not 

followed during 

connections and 

disconnections. 

Your LTF will assist with 

these tasks to ensure you 

have appropriate settings 

and connections for your 

class needs. 

Instructors teaching by Web conferencing should become familiar with classroom setup and equipment 

used in teaching by distance. LTFs will connect your courses, but the logistics of teaching online are more 

complicated than teaching face-to-face. 

Web conference units are part of an integrated computer/web-based system, using dedicated IP 

addresses for synchronous audio/video/media connections, and use the following technology 

components to connect your sites: 

• Extron Units – Touch-screen control panel. Unified 

control system enables Web, voice, interactive content sharing and presence. 

• Computer Hub station – used only for Web conferencing. Instructor are to bring their own 

laptops to class. 

• HD flat screen TVs 

• LCD projectors 

• Audio systems 

• Ladibug document camera 

• Microphones – instructor and students 

 
 

CAN8 VirtuaLab - Language Application 
The CAN-8 VirtuaLab is an integrated suite of network-based products. It focuses on students’ oral 

performance for language learning, assessment and pronunciation coaching. 

Typical UCN videoconferencing room setup 
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The CAN-8 VirtuaLab replaces CD-ROM- and DVD-based 

language learning packages. It extends the learning 

experience via the Internet with oral comparative exercises 

and tests. An instructor can monitor those remotely, score 

them, and provide feedback to the student in real time 

(www.can8.com). 

Available on request. Dominic Baffoe (IT Thompson) assigns 

access. 

 

 
 

Asynchronous Language Lab system. Use your 
UCN credentials (username and password). 

 
 

Digital Authoring Software at UCN 
UCN has limited licensing for e-learning software. Instructional Services has tested and vetted these 

products. Our staff are happy to offer faculty orientations for any of these tools. We will also work with 

faculty to design digital assets for their courses. 

• Articulate Storyline - for creating interactive e-learning 

• Camtasia - screen recorder & video editor 

• SnagIt - screenshot program that captures video display and audio output 

• Zoom - record features allow course recording 

• PowerPoint - add narration, animation and rich media to lecture slideshows 
 

 

Equipment Available for Online, Technology-

Mediated & Distance Course Development Loan 

• Adapters - for pc and Apple computer cables 

• Cable - USB 2.0 Extension Cable (12 Meters) 

• Computer - Laptops (2) & computer bags/cords 

– with Articulate Studio, Camtasia, SnagIt software 

for e-learning 

• Document Camera (2) - Point 2 view 

• Document Camera (2) - Ladybug (USB cable A to B) 

• Microphones - (4) and accessories 

• Speakers-Portable - (4 sets) 

Ladibug document camera 

 

Learning Technology Software, Hardware and Apps 
Faculty members have access to either a desktop or laptop computer. UCN provides these computers to 

assist faculty's teaching, learning and research activities. 

You can get advice on teaching and learning with technology from UCN’s Learning Technology Specialist, 

Academic Specialist, and other colleagues. 

Find complete information and forms regarding Learning Technology on the UCN homepage. Open the 

Faculty & Staff tab, then select Teaching & Learning Services. 
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SUPPORTING ONLINE INSTRUCTORS & CLASSES 

Instructional Services staff provide help with: 
 

1. Faculty Supports. 
 

• orientation and training with course technology; 

• UCNLearn course shell setup and organization; 

• Zoom - teaching synchronously for interaction and engagement; 

• help in creating digital course assets and learning objects for UCNLearn, etc.; 

• help in building out quizzes within the UCNLearn course shell; 

• provide information, materials and advice on how the technologies can best support 

• andragogical strategies and activities (Learning Technologies Specialist). 
 

2. Basic setup, troubleshooting and monitoring of learning technology equipment, software and media. 
 

3. Help with general classroom management and course supports. 

• taking attendance; printing; student behaviour monitoring; preventing disruptions 

• distribution and collection of course materials and assignments; course exercises 

• set up and monitoring of digital presentations by students or guest lecturers 

• test/exam invigilation; student course evaluation assistance 

 

Contact our office to arrange an orientation or to discuss your technology needs, course materials, 

assignments, tests, exams and other classroom requirements. We want to ensure your courses run as 

smoothly and effectively as possible. Below is a list of considerations that will assist the LTF to provide 

the best possible support for you and your students. 

 

 
Web Conferencing Connections 

•  Remember that classes are usually scheduled to end 10 minutes before 

the top of the hour (e.g., 9:00 – 10:50). So, if you're teaching via 

Web-conferencing, consider the course following yours. The 

learning technology facilitators (LTFs) need the 10-minute 

break between classes to disconnect your class and set up the 

next class. 

• To ensure that classes starts on time, please be available at 

least 10 minutes before your class start time to set up your 

equipment. Note that LTFs are often connecting more than 

one class simultaneously, and will arrive to your class as soon 

as possible. 
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• You may be using media (PowerPoint, audio files, videos, streamed videos, graphical content, 

etc.). If so, please back up the files on a memory stick and provide that to the LTF at least 48 

hours before the class. This will allow for testing with equipment and to ensure that it will 

function during your class. 

• Instructors need the web conference application installed on their laptops. And they should test 

the application before the first class. 

• Please bring your laptop adapter(s) in case you required for the class. 

 

Distribution of Course Materials 

• Give the LTF any materials you want to distribute to students at least 

four working days before class. This allows time for duplication. The 

best format for the material is PDF which is the most accessible and 

least modifiable format. Other formats are acceptable, but check with 

the LTF to ensure that the documents are usable. 

• Course Outlines for students must be signed by the Dean. 

• Be aware of copyright regulations when sending material for LTFs 

to duplicate. The instructor must ensure copyright compliance. 

S/he must also complete any copyright logs or other documents 

related to Access Copyright or collection of royalties. For more 

information, see the UCN Library website. 

 
Assignments 

• Learning Technology Facilitators (LTFs) can help with assignments. They can collect student 

assignments during class and forward them to the instructor upon request. Please tell students 

to keep copies of their assignments until they have received a grade for them. Consider using 

the Dropbox feature in UCNLearn. It will ensure secure and time-stamped assignment 

submissions and feedback. 

• LTFs will date or date stamp assignments collected, if requested. 

• Assignments sent between The Pas & Thompson campuses will travel by interdepartmental 

mail. Those going to other UCN campuses or Winnipeg will go by courier. These costs are the 

responsibility of the instructor’s Faculty. 

• Discuss guidelines for returning or viewing graded assignments with the LTFs. 

 

General Classroom Management 

• LTFs can provide general classroom management under the direction of the course instructor; 

• LTFs can monitor noise levels, notify the instructor and follow directives to prevent disruptions. 

https://guides.ucn.ca/welcome
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• LTFs can also assist with classroom exercises, especially at locations where the instructor is not 

present. This includes setting up groups for group work, arranging desks and supporting other 

activities. 

 

 
Room Bookings 

• If you need to book a room or change a current one, contact the Academic Coordinator and your 

Dean. 

• Note that LTFs are not authorized to make this request on your behalf. This is the instructor's 

responsibility. 

• You will need to communicate any changes to your students and your LTF. 

 

Test/Exam Invigilation Support 
Perhaps you are unable to invigilate your home-location exam. If so, please connect with your Dean to 

determine whether faculty are available in your area. If no other coverage is available, contact the 

Learning Technologies Supervisor to determine LTF availability. 

1) Faculty coverage > first responsibility belongs to instructor 

2) Interdepartmental coverage > then to peers in your faculty 

3) LTF support w/faculty connected > last option if faculty & peers unavailable 

Also note: 

• Schedule early or you may have to make alternate 

arrangements; requests will be prioritized based on need 

and schedules are set 10 days prior to exam week. 

• Exam room bookings are a faculty responsibility; if you 

make changes, share this information with your LTF. 

Faculty are asked to be familiar with and respectful of the time frames and processes for requesting and 

administering Invigilation Services. Please use the Test/Exam Invigilation Support Request Form. Submit 

it to the LTF@ucn.ca email address. 

• If you need LTF support, complete a Test/Exam Invigilation Request Form and submit it to the 

LTF Supervisor at least 10 days before the exam date. Instructional Services approves service 

requests on a first-come, first-served basis and as staffing levels and schedules allow. 

• The LTF Supervisor will notify you on the status of your request within two days of receiving it. If 

your request is approved, please provide a copy of the test/exam at least 10 days before the 

exam date. This allows time for duplicating exam materials and preparing exam packages. 

• If the exam requires student identification, email the students -- and cc ltf@ucn.ca -- at least 

one week before exam day. LTFs then will not allow any student without current valid picture 

identification to write the test/exam. 

mailto:LTF@ucn.ca
mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
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• Occasionally, LTFs may need to combine classes to provide invigilation support for more than 

one group at a time. Or, they may need to reschedule a test/exam to a time when they are 

available. They will discuss these changes with instructors before test day. 

• Students who miss tests or exams must contact instructors for permission to write make-up 

exams. Instructors can arrange with the LTFs to provide invigilation support. If the LTFs are 

unavailable, the Learning Assistance Centres may be able to supervise the text/exam. 

• ‘Surprise’ quizzes cannot be a surprise to the LTFs -- instructors must make arrangements for 

invigilation support. Please follow the procedures as indicated for tests/exams. 

• If your test/exam is online, ensure that the LTF has a hard copy in case the technology fails. 

• Test/exams sent between The Pas and Thompson campuses will go by interdepartmental mail. 

Those going to other UCN campuses or Winnipeg will travel by courier. These costs are the 

responsibility of the instructor’s Faculty. 

• In limited circumstances, LTFs can scan and email completed exams to the instructor. Please 

contact the ltf@ucn.ca to have your request reviewed. 

• Discuss guidelines on returning or reviewing graded tests/exams with the LTF assigned to you. 

 
NOTE: If an exam location must be changed, you must contact the 

UCN Academic Coordinator and email ltf@ucn.ca. They can help 

secure an alternative location and ensure students are informed 

of changes. 

NOTE: To ensure supports, you must follow the three-stage 

process for booking LTF support for exam invigilation: 

1. The course instructor will cover his/her own exam in 

the home community. 

2. If a course instructor cannot cover their own exam, they will request coverage from within their 

own faculty, then from other departments. 

3. LTF support, with faculty contact, will be the final option for exam coverage. 

Please see Exam Invigilation section in the Appendix for details on Exam Invigilation and Request Forms. 
 

 
Course Evaluations 

• UCN student course evaluations are administered online. Students will receive an email towards 

the end of a semester with instructions outlining how they can participate. 

• For external or partner institutions, please ensure that LTFs receive course evaluation forms at 

least five days before the last scheduled class. 

mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
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Presentations & Archiving 

• Inform LTFs in advance of any student or guest presentations so that they can be prepared to 

assist with setup. This helps to minimize loss of class time. 

• You can request a loaner laptop if the classroom is not equipped with a computer or no other 

device is available. 

• Presentations must be stored on a USB drive. 

Note that LTFs will not store correspondence. This applies to attendance sheets, tests/exams, course 

syllabi and handouts. Please keep your copies. Marked assignments not picked up by students will be 

returned to you at the end of the term. 

At the end of the semester, please contact the LTF to set up a short meeting to debrief. Discuss what 

worked and what didn’t throughout the semester. You can also email your thoughts. Your valuable 

feedback will help LTFs to improve where needed and maintain timely and effective services. 

 

Communicating with Learning Technologies Facilitators 
The learning technology facilitators have adopted a single email account -- LTF@ucn.ca. Use this address 

to ensure they can attend to your request efficiently and quickly. All LTFs will have access to your 

message about your course. Send all service requests or notices of events affecting regularly scheduled 

classes to this account. This includes: 

• test/exam invigilation services; 

• duplicating/distributing materials; 

• attendance; 

• faculty travel schedules; 

• classroom changes/cancellations; 

• student/guest presentations; 

• technical support; 

• equipment/technology use requests; 

• and other special requests. 

 
The benefits of communicating via the LTF email account (ltf@ucn.ca) include: 

• Learning Technologies Technology Facilitators will receive the same information at the same 

time. There will be no need to attach individual email addresses. 

• Your request will not go unnoticed if the facilitator you primarily work with is unavailable. 

• Centralized information ensures LTFs can provide the best possible support for you and your 

students. 

mailto:LTF@ucn.ca
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Course Disruption Response Plans 

Technology is wonderful – until it doesn’t work as planned. Technical issues, such as an Internet outage, 

can let us down. Instructors should create a backup plan – and perhaps a backup to the backup plan – in 

case service is not restored promptly. 

Instructional Services wants to have a solution to technology issues within 15 

minutes of class start time. If you experience technology issues, contact the 

learning technology facilitators (LTFs) at your site as soon as possible. If the 

issue arises from connecting sites, the LTFs will try to contact you. Signs posted 

on the classroom doors will tell students of the service delay and to wait 15 

minutes for further information from you. 

Consider these options: 

1. It may be possible to do an audio conference if the rooms are 

equipped for it. 

2. Students can study, engage in group discussions or complete an 

in-class assignment. 

3. You can direct students to UCNLearn, although access may be difficult or impossible depending 

on the technical issue. 

4. You can use Adobe Connect to record a lecture and then post the recording’s link to the 

UCNLearn course for students to access. 

5. Any scheduled tests/exams will be unaffected unless: 

a. You planned a lecture before or after the test – since this will not be possible, the test 

can be written right away. 

b. The test is online – ensure that LTFs have a hard copy of the test that they can duplicate 

and distribute. 

6. Cancel class – Note that LTFs are not authorized to cancel classes. This directive must come from 

you, the instructor, and you must follow up with email. 

 

Your prompt attention will help minimize the stress from disruption and loss in class time. 

Whatever backup plan you choose, please inform your LTF so s/he can assist and/or support student 

questions. 
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PROCESSES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR EXAM INVIGILATION 
Tests & Examinations: Administration and Invigilation 

When possible, faculty members should invigilate 

exams. Where courses are delivered in multiple 

locations, this section helps to establish invigilation 

procedures that assist with: 

• the planning and management of tests and 

exams, ensuring that they are conducted 

efficiently in the best interests of students, 

courses and programs 

• clarity in responsibilities for invigilating exams 

NOTE: During invigilation faculty/instructor must be continuously available by phone/email. 

University College of the North strives to ensure that provisions for students requiring access and 

accommodations are timely and effective. These efforts are per Manitoba’s Human Rights Code. 

 

Responsibilities for Invigilation 
Learning Technology Specialist – Instructional Services 

• is responsible for reporting all suspicions or actual incidents of malpractice to Faculty Deans and 

VP Academic and Research 

• oversees internal exam scheduling in conjunction with the Learning Technology Supervisor, 

Instructional Services and Academic Coordinator. This is to ensure that space, time, resources 

and personnel are appropriate and adequate 

All external exams are the responsibility of the Registrar and should be referred to the Assessment 

Centre for scheduling and supervision. 

Learning Technology Facilitation Supervisor – Instructional Services 

• advises Learning Technology Facilitators on exam timetables and procedures as set by the 

various faculties 

• receives, checks and securely stores all exam papers pre- and post-exam for Faculty Instructors 

• ensures that copies of Exam Regulations for Students (see attachment) are posted in 

appropriate locations during exams 

• helps instructors and students to identify exam timetable clashes and arranges alternative 

times, spaces and invigilators 

• ensures that exam packages are secured and returned to relevant faculties for grading 

• liaises with Academic Specialist, Accessibility Resource Officer, Academic Coordinator and 

Learning Technology Specialist as required 
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Accessibility Resource Officer 

• maintains accurate and complete lists of students needing accommodation services 

• contacts appropriate instructors regarding students who need accommodations 

• liaises with the Learning Technology Supervisor regarding test and exam schedules, spaces and 

invigilators 

• provides supports for tests and exams as required 

• receives applications for special exam measures from Faculties and administers access 

arrangements for reasonable adjustments and special considerations. 

Academic Coordinator 

• books test and exam rooms and times, in consultation with Deans, instructors and the 

Accessibility Resource Officer 

• liaises with Learning Technology Supervisor as required 

Faculty Dean / Chair 

• responsible for specific exam invigilation arrangements for the Faculty/Department in question 

• ensures accurate completion of exam results and student notifications 

• ensures timely and accurate completion of exam dates, spaces and time requirements 

• ensures the timely and accurate completion of requests for Invigilation Services and the timely 

submission of those requests to the Learning Technologies Supervisor 

Instructors 

• notify students about test/exam dates, eligibility and requirements 

• act as invigilators for their own tests/exams, except in cases of multiple locations or when the 

Dean has made other arrangements 

• liaise promptly with the Accessibility Resource Officer on students requiring accommodations 

• are present at the start of the exam, if required, to help identify students; but must not advise 

on any aspects of the exam that would provide unfair advantage to students 

• in practical exams, subject instructors may be on hand in case of any technical difficulties 

Invigilation Support 

• ensure tests/exams remain in the exam room until the end of a session 

• collect, package and deliver completed tests/exams/response booklets/unused exams to 

Learning Technology Supervisor – Instructional Services or designate at the end of the exam day. 

• follow the Invigilator checklist/processes 

Students 

• provide proof of identity, attendance and test/exam receipt as required 

• provide appropriate medical documentation of a declared disability to the Accessibility Resource 

Officer in order to register with Student Accessibility Services and before any accommodations 

can be put in place 

• confirm their understanding of test/exam policies, requirements and responsibilities 

• stay in the exam room for the first full 30 minutes after exam start time 
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• are not admitted 30 minutes after the exam start time 

• leave the exam room only for a genuine purpose (e.g., medical issues), and must return 

immediately to the exam room; must be accompanied by a UCN staff member if intending to 

return to the exam 

• must alert the exam invigilator before an exam if they are ill, suffer bereavement or other 

trauma, become ill during the exam or are otherwise disadvantaged or disturbed during an 

exam 

• provide appropriate evidence (e.g., a doctor's letter) to support any special consideration claim 

within three days of the exam 

 
 

Contingency Planning 
Contingency planning for exam administration is the responsibility of the Academic Services 

Coordinator. 

 
 

See appendixes for 

• UCN Invigilator & Faculty/Staff Responsibilities chart 

• UCN Exam Regulations for students 

• Summary of pre-planned responses to exam irregularities 

• Summary of pre-planned responses to foreseen contingencies 

• Test/Exam Invigilation Support Request Form & Flowchart 

• Rules of Conduct for Writing Examinations & Tests 
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APPENDIXES: EXAM POLICIES & PROCEDURES 

UCN Invigilator & Staff Responsibilities 

 
Exam Preparation Tasks LT Supervisor (IS) Invigilator Instructor/Dean 

Schedules, Rooms, and Set Up Assignments    

- Exam room request – date/time/space/equipment    
- Exam room assignment Academic Coordinator   

- Exam room requirements – set up/equipment 
assistance from Maintenance for desks/equipment, etc 

Accessibility Resource 

Officer, as required 

  

- Exam day check (clock, desks, ventilation, lighting)    

- Invigilator request to Manager – Inst. Serv. – date/time    
Exams and Exam Day Procedures    

- Exam packages – 
number of exams, specific instructions, post-exam package, etc 

   

- Special Exam Equipment and Accommodations requests Accessibility Resource 

Officer, as required 

  

- Posters (outside and inside rooms) 
Exam name/time notice, Warning poster, Student Regulations 

   

- Exam Room Access and Entry – students 
Storing of backpacks, bags, books 

   

- Student Roster and Identification Check    

- Dealing with students not on exam list    
- Exam Notification Caution – read 

Turn off and surrender ALL mobile / electronic devices 

   

- Exam instructions, distribution, start, stop    

- Recording start / stop times    

During Exam Procedures    

- Distributing exams, instructions, authorized material, scrap paper    

- Responding to student inquiries    

- Attendance record completion    

- Errors on exam, issues requiring instructor clarification    
- Ensuring late students are seated and briefed    

- Distributing additional materials – scrap paper, pencils    

- Active supervision of exam activities    

- Arranging escort of students needing to leave/return to exam room    

- Documentation of issues or exam irregularities    

- Notification/request for exam irregularity review 
In cases of suspected or actual exam dishonesty 

   

After the Exam    

- Verbal notice of exam end    

- Collection of exams, materials, scrap papers in attendance order 
– check off 

   

- Ensure there are no missing exams    

- Seal completed exams in package provided and are not left 
unattended at any point 

   

- Deliver sealed exam package    
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UCN Exam Regulations for Students 
For written tests and exams 

1. Be on time. 

- If you arrive more than 30 minutes after the exam starts, you cannot enter the testing 

area. 

- Once the exam begins, you may not leave the testing area for 30 minutes. 

- Once the first student leaves the testing area, no one can enter the test/exam. 

- In the event of a restroom break, the student must remain under the direct supervision 

of UCN staff. 

 

2. Academic Dishonesty will not be tolerated. 

- Taking the test/exam in another student's name, or allowing another person to write a 

test/exam in your name, is Academic Dishonesty. You will face disciplinary action. 

- Possessing any materials or equipment not authorized in writing for use in the 

test/exam is prohibited. 

- Prohibited items include notes, calculators, and electronic and digital devices capable of 

storing or recording information (iPods, mobile phones, MP3 players, etc.). 

- You must check in all backpacks, bags and personal items with the invigilator – when in 

doubt, ask before the test/exam starts. 

- Once the test/exam begins, you must not talk with, communicate with or disturb others. 
 

3. Consequences of test/exam irregularities, misconduct and dishonesty 

- Cases of suspected or actual Academic Dishonesty will be forwarded for review to the 

Faculty Dean and Vice President Academic and Research. 

- If the Faculty Dean and VP Academic & Research are satisfied that you engaged in any 

irregularity, misconduct or dishonesty, they may disqualify your text/exam and remove 

you from the course. 

- Multiple violations of UCN’s Academic Dishonesty policy may result in suspension from 

the University College for a period of 12 months as of the date of the infraction. 
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UCN Exam Irregularity Definitions & Procedures 
 

Irregularity Action 

Student in possession of unauthorized 
material(s) 
- cell phones, iPods, netbooks, Bluetooth 
devices, palm pilots, PDAs, digital pen mobile 
devices – smart phone, smart watch and tablet 

Student cautioned – incident noted – student completes 
exam. If investigation of irregularity confirmed then exam 
results are nullified. 

Student caught using notes, text, or other 
unauthorized aids. 

Student cautioned – incident noted – student completes 
exam. If investigation of irregularity confirmed then exam 
results are nullified. 

Student attempting to receive help from other 
student(s). 

Student cautioned – incident noted – student completes 
exam. If investigation of irregularity confirmed then exam 
results are nullified. 

Student caught receiving help from other 
student(s). 

Student cautioned – incident noted – student completes 
exam. If investigation of irregularity confirmed then exam 
results are nullified for all students involved. 

Student copying from other student(s) Student cautioned – incident noted – student completes 
exam. If investigation of irregularity confirmed then exam 
results are nullified. 

Creating disturbance or refusal to comply with 
exam regulations or instructions. 

Student will be cautioned and failure to comply will result 
in nullification of exam. 

Student under the influence of drugs or 
intoxicants. 

Student will be escorted from exam area with possible 
notification of police. 

Failure to produce appropriate identification. Exam writing privileges will be denied unless student can 
be positively identified 

Late arrival. No arrival after 30 minutes or as soon as a student leaves. 
Record late entry time – no additional time allowed to 
complete. 

Improper assistance provided to student by 
Invigilator or Accessibilities Aide 

Confirmed irregularity will necessitate writing of alternate 
exam. 

Exam/materials removal from exam room and 
submitted later. 

Marked pending investigation. 
Results cancelled if irregularity confirmed. 

Possession/use of leaked or stolen 
exam/materials. 

Results of exam cancelled (ALL parties). Possible referral to 
police. 

NOTE: Invigilator is to contact Learning Technology Supervisor in ALL cases of suspected and/or 

confirmed instances of Academic Dishonesty (all points except #9) 
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Contingency Planning 
Risk Early Warning Control to prevent Control to resolve 

Invigilator does not turn up Confirmation through 
Research & Innovation 
(Contact Learning 
Technologies Supervisors – 
Inst. Serv.) 24 hours prior to 
exam. 

Invigilator list and schedule 
with alternate stand-by for 
all exam dates. 

Have designated back up 
personnel cover exam. 

Required evacuation (e.g. 
Fire alarm goes off) 

  Learning Technology 
Supervisor – Inst. Serv. 
and/or Invigilators and/or 
designate to assist in 
maintaining security of 
exam. 

Student taken ill during 
exam 

 . Invigilator to collect the 
exam and refer follow-up 
arrangements to Instructor 

Bad weather or transport 
problems 
Location change 

Weather report 
Administrative email 

Possible delay to start of 
exam 
Possible booking of 
alternate exam location 

Delay start, contact 
accrediting body if external 
review involved, isolation of 
candidates if late and hold 
staggered sessions if 
necessary. Special 
consideration. 
Academic Coordinator to 
secure alternate location; LT 
Supervisors to send student 
emails. 

Students do not turn up for 
exam 

 Faculty course and student 
timetables. Exam 
announcement and 
schedule postings for 5 
days prior to the exam. 

Invigilator to contact 
Learning Technology 
Supervisor – Inst. Serv. who 
contacts instructor. 

Students turn up who are 
not entered 

 Instructors/department 
heads ensure attendance 
checklists are correct 

Confirm ID and record 
attendance. Disperse ‘extra’ 
exam, seat them. 

Cheating in the room Invigilator reports problem to 
Learning Technology 
Supervisor – Inst. Serv. 

Exam warning to students Invigilator aware of policy, 
Learning Technologies 
Supervisors – Inst. Serv. 
notified to deal with 
malpractice issue. 

Disruption in the room Invigilator reports problem to 
Learning Technology 
Supervisor – Inst. Serv. 

Exam warning to students. 
Information re: problem 
students to isolate. 

Invigilator aware of policy, 
Learning Technology 
Supervisor – Inst. Serv. 
notified to deal with 
malpractice issue. 

Late arrivals Phone call or just turn up late Candidate timetable and 
information from 
instructors. 

Invigilator aware of policy. 
Document late arrivals on 
attendance form. 

 
Supplemental Exams 
Faculty identify on course outlines whether the course supports Supplemental Exam privileges. Find 

guidelines and criteria in the UCN Academic Calendar. Supplemental Exams are available in all ALC 

courses. 
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Test/Exam Invigilation Support Request Form 

Send tests/exams to the Learning Technologies Facilitator. Include the class list and any additional 

instructions. 

Facsimile of Invigilation Support Request Form shown below. Please download the fill-and-print PDF at: 

https://soar.ucn.ca/ICS/Programs/RRAI/Instructional_Services/Learning_Technology_Facilitation.jnz 

Provide detailed information, then forward to ltf@ucn.ca 10 days prior to test day. 
 

 

https://soar.ucn.ca/ICS/Programs/RRAI/Instructional_Services/Learning_Technology_Facilitation.jnz
mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
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Flowchart: Test/Exam Invigilation Support 
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UCN Rules of Conduct for Writing Examinations & Tests 
1. Do not open or turn over your examination/test package until the Invigilator instructs you to do so. 

2. No course materials are allowed in the examination room unless specified by the Instructor. 

Mathematic tables, texts or other permitted materials must not contain any written notes, formulae or 

other extraneous content. Place any purses, backpacks, bags or other personal belongings away from 

the test/exam seat. Students must supply their own pens/pencils/erasers. 

3. Please turn off all electronic devices including cellphones, iPads, netbooks, Bluetooth devices, PDAs, 

etc. 

4. Place any required student identification on the desk. Any student without valid identification must 

leave the examination room. 

5. No food or drink is permitted in the examination room. 

6. Pay particular attention to the time allotted to complete your test/exam. 

7. Write your name, course name and course number on all test materials, including test/exam booklets. 

8. Talking or other forms of communication are prohibited while test/examination writing is in session. 

9. If you have a question, raise your hand to speak to the Invigilator. If the Instructor needs to be 

consulted, the Invigilator will determine how to proceed. Follow the Invigilator's directions. 

10. Washroom breaks are allowed only in extraordinary circumstances and with the Invigilator's 

permission. 

11. No student can enter the examination room after the first half hour, or leave during the first half- 

hour. No additional time is allowed for those who arrive late. 

12. You must not behave in a verbally or physically abusive manner toward the Invigilator and other 

UCN staff. 

13. After you have completed your test/examination, you must return your completed paperwork to the 

Invigilator. Hand back any unused exam booklets, scrap paper and other test/exam materials. Sign the 

attendance sheet, gather your belongings and exit the examination room quietly. 

14. Other official examination regulations may supersede these rules. This could occur when UCN is 

administering examinations from other institutions or agencies (for example, Provincial Examinations or 

University of Manitoba Examinations). 

NOTE: Instructional Services will use these Invigilation Rules when covering Faculty tests/exams unless 

directed otherwise. You may have different invigilation rules. If you want those implemented during 

tests/exams, you must provide them to the LTFs in writing before the exam date. 
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Technology Equipment Use Agreement 
Instructional Services Department 

 

Faculty Member/Instructor:   

Dean:  Campus:   

Checkout Date:   Return Date:   
 

Item(s) Loaned 
(Give Clear Description) 

Serial # Inventory Tag # Model/Brand 

    

    

    

    

 

Requirements for Use: 

I agree to take responsibility for technology hardware/software listed above in exchange for the use of 

the equipment for educational purposes only. 

1. I understand I am responsible for maintaining the equipment/software in working condition 

while said equipment is in my possession. 

2. I agree to return the equipment in the same working condition that I received it to the 

designated personnel. 

3. I agree and understand that if the technology equipment, software, and/or other related items 

are stolen, vandalized, misplaced, destroyed, etc., I am responsible and will reimburse (pay) the 

Instructional Services the amount required to replace or repair the equipment, software or 

other related items. 
 
 

 
 

Staff Member’s Signature Date Learning Technologies Signature Date 

(Original document remains in Instructional Services office; copy to borrower) 
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Technology for Instructors & Students 
(Not a complete list – check with IT for specific hardware/software requests) 

 

HARDWARE SOFTWARE CLOUD* 

Laptops 

 
LCD projectors (from Library) 

 
Epson Interactive Boards/ 
SmartBoard (The Pas) 

 
Ladibug document camera 

 
Point-to-view document camera 
(small) 

 
iPad 

UCNLearn 

Can8 

 

Dragon Naturally Speaking 

Camtasia – screen video recording 

& editing 

Microsoft Office 2016 PowerPoint 

Excel spreadsheet 

Access Database 

OneNote 

Narrator 

Speech Recognition 

 
Articulate – eLearning authoring 

Articulate Storyline 2 

Snaglt 

Facebook 

Twitter 

Skype 

 

 
GoogleDocs 

 
YouTube 

 
 

Note: Instructors need to exercise caution when using CLOUD technologies in courses. Consider: 

information harvesting, confidentiality of grades, student information, privacy issues, viruses, etc. 
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Instructional Services within Reconciliation, Research & Academic Innovation 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Contact Instructional Services 

 
Non-urgent Course Supports 

online@ucn.ca 
Urgent Course Supports 

ltf@ucn.ca 

This is a group email account that our team 
monitors in real time. Email us if: 

▪ you need help with an 
online/distributed course 

▪ you have a technology planning 
question or issue 

▪ you want to learn more about 
UCNLearn 

▪ you want to book a training or support 
session 

For immediate assistance for technical issues 
and class connections, please contact the LTFs 
– phone contact list 

(also listed in classrooms) 

 
 
For More Information about Online Teaching and Learning visit our UCN website page on SOAR (UCN intranet) 
https://soar.ucn.ca/ICS/Programs/RRAI/Instructional_Services/ 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Learning Technology Specialist 

Instructional Specialist 

Educational Technologist 

Learning Technology Supervisor 

Learning Technology Facilitators 

Library Research Instructional Services Academic Development 

Associate Vice President 

mailto:online@ucn.ca
mailto:ltf@ucn.ca
https://soar.ucn.ca/ICS/Programs/RRAI/Instructional_Services/

